Student Comments

"I liked the videos that went along with the material [they] helped the information stick in my mind."

"The aspects that made the teaching/content of this course especially good [were] the in-depth lectures and interesting info being taught in a humorous and engaging manner. All in all this was my favorite class this quarter."

"I felt that the most helpful aspects in this course were the ability to look at old slides and the podcasts online."

"Throughout this course the lectures and online slides have proven to be very helpful. The way he presents the information to the class is very useful and is humorous, keeping me more involved."

"Great and interesting lectures. Make exams a bit easier. Great teacher!!!"

"The professor was interesting, clear and seemed to care about what he was teaching."

"The addition of podcasts was helpful. Good lectures, he keeps it interesting by adding video clips/illusions/pictures."